


Elli was found running along a busy street in 
Denver. A resourceful Animal Help Now user 
used the phone app to find a vet, where a 
successful microchip scan yielded the 
guardian’s contact information and the two 
were quickly reunited.





This injured and starving pigeon was found 
along Interstate 70 in Golden. The person 
used the Animal Help Now app to find Wild 
B.I.R.D., where she was stabilized and her 
rehabilitation began.





Merlin was brazenly stolen from Jamie right 
in front of their home. Jamie contacted 
Animal Help Now, where he received 
guidance and support. Said Jamie, whose 
subsequent hard work resulted in Merlin’s 
return, “I doubt I would have found Merlin 
had I not contacted you.”





John R writes: “The mobile app showed me 
that DDFL’s Buddy Center was in my area, 
with a 24hr drop-off. So I put the cat in the 
carrier and took him to DDFL where he 
spent the night safe and warm and out of 
the reach of our neighborhood pack of 
coyotes. Thanks, Animal Help Now!”



Diane A. rescued this field mouse from her 
cat companion. She used Animal Help Now 
to find a rehabber, who gave her 
instructions for overnight care and picked 
up the mouse the next morning.





Brownie had a rough go of it. Abandoned, 
scared and wandering miles each day for 
more than a month to survive. Animal Help 
Now was used to contact Boulder County 
animal control, which helped trap him. He 
received veterinary care and was promptly 
adopted from Boulder Valley Humane Society.





Tammy found this newborn kitten in the 
bushes outside her house. She waited but 
the mother did not come. Through 
AHNow.org, she reached the after-hours 
emergency line for the Northeast Tarrant 
County Humane Society (TX), which helped 
her provide life-saving first-response care.



More of Those Helped

Squirrel found in distress, blood 
but no obvious wound

Turtle in road, Highway 93 south 
of Boulder

Baby rabbit seems abandoned

Rabbit in gutter, back legs 
compromised

Dog injured pigeon. 

Goose with eggs nesting in 
inhospitable location

Lost coyote trapped in
someone's garden

Skunks under porch

Injured dove

Injured raccoon

Baby robin with broken wing

Baby fawn seems abandoned

Baby rabbit seems abandoned

Injured baby robin

Young bear without mother 
eating food out of gas station 
dumpster

Sick deer

Dead wild animal on road

Distressed bat

Distressed duck

Injured fox


